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This set of 8 colors in a new line AIR SERIES specially designed 
and formulated to paint British planes in WWII, it is the second in a 
series of sets specifi c colors. Exact colors carefully studied by his-
toricians and formulated to exactly represent the colors of the time.
Each box paint references for different models. These acrylic paints 
can be used with both brush and airbrush. They are water soluble 
which prevents odors and aggressive solvents need

This set of 8 colors in our new product line AIR SERIES specially 
designed and formulated to paint fi rst period of German aircraft in 
WWII, it is the fi rst of a series of sets specifi c colors. Exact colors 
carefully studied by historicians and formulated to exactly represent 
the colors of the time. Each box paint contains several references 
for different models. These acrylic paints can be used with both 
brush and airbrush. They are water soluble which prevents odors 
and need for aggressive thinners.
Formula fully specifi ed in strength and brightness.

A new high quality magazine dedicated exclusively to the world of 
model airplanes, their weathering and painting techniques. With a 
special and thematic structure in each number, the best modellers 
show us step by step how to make planes and much more ....
This fi rst issue is dedicated to the German Night Fighters, with extra 
pages and many surprises.
This magazine will be collectable, and the backbone in our new air-
craft product line (AIR Series).

AK 2900 ACES HIGH MAGAZINE ISSUE 1    9 €

AK 2010 RAF CAMOUFLAGES COLOR SET 
(AIR SERIES)   18.95 €

AK 2001 LUFTWAFFE CAMOUFLAGES COLOR 
SET (AIR SERIES)   18.95 €
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This set of weathering, belonging to the new product line for planes 
AIR Series, focuses on the aircraft engines, it is specially formulated 
by our art department to give more realism to your model. They are 
paints of great quality, which can be dissolved with our White Spirit 
and greatly facilitate weathering and realism.
This set includes three colors:
AK2019 Aircraft Engine oil
AK2033 Aircraft engine wash
AK2039 Kerosene Leaks and Stains.

This set of weathering, belonging to the new product line for AIR 
Series aircraft, focusing on aircraft exhaust stains, and it is specially 
formulated by our art department to give more realism to your mo-
del. They are a paint and pigments, of high quality, which can be 
dissolved with our White Spirit and greatly facilitate the weathering 
and realism.
This set includes a wash and 4 pigments:
AK2038 Smoke
AK2040 Exhaust Wash
AK2041 Burnt Jet Engine*
AK2042 Dark Rust
AK2043 Ocher Rust

*Complementary of our color AK086 Dark Steel with a darker shade and more matte.

This set of weathering, belonging to the new product line for avines 
AIR Series, focuses on aircraft landing gear, is specially formulated 
by our art department to give more realism to your model. They are 
paints of great quality, which can be dissolved with our White Spirit 
and greatly facilitate the weathering and realism.
This set includes three colors:
AK2029 Landing Gear Wash
AK2031 Landing Gear Dust
AK2032 Grease Shafts and Bearings.

AK 2000 AIRCRAFT ENGINE EFFECTS 
WEATHERING SET (AIR SERIES)   10.50 €

AK 2037 EXHAUST STAINS WEATHERING SET 
(AIR SERIES)   17.50 €

AK 2030 AIRCRAFT LANDING GEAR
WEATHERING SET (AIR SERIES)   10.50 €
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AK 183 ULTRA MATTE VARNISH 4,90 €

This is a high quality product to apply both with brush or airbrush 
gives a matte tone and superb matte fi nish on any surface.

Waterborne polymer primer now based on a 4BO color. His gras-
ping capabilities coupled with its high strength and satin-matte fi nish 
makes it perfect for preparing models for painting.
Besides its high power of coverage makes that with a thin layer  we 
get a perfect surface to paint without distorting the model details.

AK 179 RUSSIAN PRIMER 4,45 €

AK 181 DESERT SAND PRIMER 4,45 €

Waterborne polymer primer now based on a Desert Sand color. His 
grasping capabilities coupled with its high strength and satin-matte 
fi nish makes it perfect for preparing models for painting.
Besides its high power of coverage makes that with a thin layer  we 
get a perfect surface to paint without distorting the model details. 
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AK 056, 057, 058, 059 ACES HIGH MAGAZINE 
OFFICIAL T-SHIRT 15,00 €

Aces High Magazine offi cial T-shirt.
With the brand of the magazine and the drawing of a Spitfi re on the 
back.

AK 055 AK INTERACTIVE OFFICIAL APRON 
14,00 €

Aprons are a very useful addition to the time to get to paint our 
models. This, of superb quality will avoid unexpected surprises on 
clothing.
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The Modern Modelling Magazine is the FIRST magazine in the 
world devoted to Modern Warfare modelling.Here you will fi nd 
the best articles of the best modellers and writers in the world.
Step by step articles,painting techniques,building techniques,i-
llustrated reports,news, reviews, videogames and much more. 
Find All previous releases at www.ak-interactive.com 

ABRAMS SQUAD ISSUE 6    9 €


